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N A.ZARrrE DOCUMENTS:
COMPRISING

THE OBLIGATIONS, PRACTICAL PROPOSITIONSY
LAMENTATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, &c.

OF 'l'llE

NAZARITE UNION,
GENESEE CONFERENCE OF THE M. 'E. CHURGH.

BROCKPOltT, N. Y.:
\HI. HA:::liVE1L, rRJNTJ.m, llOLMEo BLOVKi i\JAit'Mi'f.

1856,

PREFACE.

EX'l'R.\CTS FROM· THE MINU'J'FJS OF A PRIMARY CONSULT.4.TION OF
SEVERAL PREACHERS JN F'.A YOR OF OLD LINE lliETHODIS'.'d.

Br. R. stater] that, in his opinion, it had become necess:ary to have !l
irlo.<;er union among ourselves ia rPspect to tbe obsernrnce of the
and eustoms of the Church. Especially as in certain quarters there
!-leemed a set purpose to ignore the discipline and to bring in innovations upon the time-honored customs of the Fathers. The evil
results of this were everywhere manifest. Isolated and individual
.,,ffort in resistance had been tried, but with little success . The invading flood of innovation was too strong to be resisted hy isolated
individual effort. Either a vigorous and united effort at resistance
to give up at once and let the cur.must be made, or it were as
rent of events keep on its "progress."
Br. W. stated that he had for years been aware of the "
ive" tendency of thing-s, and had endearnred, as in C'mscience bonn<l,
.and ai:; bl)und also by his ordination vows, to "mind everything in
the Discipline, both great and small;" and that in doing so he had
several times found himself in a" fix" among a po1tion of the people,
being several times also transfixed by his brethren in the minis·
try as a troubler in Israel. His own personal experience would corrobthe truth of the statement made by Br. R., that little if anything
remedial could be hoped for from separate effort. He was aware of
cJiffirulties and obstacles far deeper and higher than were palpable to
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the view 6f younger men, and his opinion of late years, liaJ. Gecome
entirely doubtful as to the possibility of maintaining even what little of distinctive Methodistic usages were left us. Still he would
not discourage younger brethren. It would do them no harm to
learn for themselves, as he bad for himself, by experience, the difficulty1 and the danger also, of any real and conscientious efforts to
conform to the discipline and usages of the Church. He would
consent to be considered as a false prophet if they did not urge themselves into an experimental conviction that the days of proscription
and persecution were not exclusively allotted to the earlier dispensations of Christianity. Nevertheless, though certain of the failure to
accomplish the good proposed, and equally certain of the proscription incurred by the laudable attempt, he was willing to stand, as
ever, alone, or with others who dare, in the old paths. It was early enough to say" A lion is in the way," when we could prove the
fact by showing the scars of his teeth and claws.
Br! H. stated that he had ever been of the mind of the last speaker, and probably always should be. He had known him long and
well, and where he had failed in the fight for God aud Methodism
it was the merest presumption in others to attempt to stand and
stem the tide. lt is dangerous in these days to be even suspected
of strong and decided MBthodistic attachments. Whoever expel'iences such attachment becomes a kind of "stump candidate" for
'runianguant, or some like stumpy circuit. The hue and Cl'Y of "old
fogy" is "progressed" after him. The whole kennel open their
hay upon him, and he is hunted like the last uncouth 1vfa'ltadon, out.
of the world of modem and civilized .Methodis1n. There may be
some hope in the minds of some, from union and a combination of
strength: but I can hardly believe its success. lt will only enlarge
the hunt and make it the more zealous.
Br. R.-But we shall stand at bay.
Br. H.-So much the worse. A
mark for the spol'ting:
gei1try. But leaving this allusion: l ari1 with the Discipline, and
with the usages, and with the simplicity and spiritual power of old
line Methodism, and with those brethren 11ere, and the world over,
who go in for tLiR earnest christianity-this baptism of the washing
of regeneration, which wets in to the soul and washes it ont clean.
This I am in favor of: and opposed with all my soul to this sham
religion-this nornimll religion, giving only the name into the
Chi:irch-which exhibits its clerical professors in Odd Fellow regalia, " shawled to the nosf\ and be,nded to the eves,'' reading foolscap
sermons, one day, and praying open secret lodges the next ;-pipelaying and managing in the Conference to oust out some, and hoiRt
in others-and it'l lay professors riggetl out in brass and teatherf\,
and imitation posies, together with all its artifices to entice the
wol'ld to love and support the Church: f'mch as its sham clonntionf\,
post-offices, lotteries, grab-bags, and oyster suppers fo1· God. All

these [ am opposed to, anll would <lo them U\Ya\' if I could. A .-,.aiu,;t
all these abominations I have warred a good \;arfare, I have
a_ good fight, and have kept the faith I took upon me at my ordination, and I shall keep it to the end, which is not far off. I mean tc>
go up to the General Conference and Assembly in the New .Teru$aJem above with clean hands in this matter. I am a. disabled sol<lier; I can only hobble along in the ranks,
upon the sword
of the Spirit as the staff of my feeble decline. I shall soon fail,till then I am with you for God and Methodism, to hold a stake, or
clinch a cord, as I may be able,-to help to strengthen the one anll
lengthen the other. And when I fall some of you will be by
You will pray for me by my bedside, while I am wrestling with
strong Death. One of you will preach my funeral sermon, and will
tell the people that Br.. II. has gone to heaven,-a sinner sm·Pll
alone by grace.
After the singing of two ve1·scs of the hymn"And Jet this feeble body fail,"

Br. M. stated that the ch;ing remarks of the prece'(ling speaker
had carried his thoughts almost beyond the present concerns. And
it was well. The thoughts came back from tLe confines of tlrnt
higher Jife1 with a sweete1· and sterner purpose to act well om part ill
this. And it will be well if all our thoughts and deeds lwre shall
be in spfritual character and sympathy accordant with 1he spirit ol'
that high and heavenly life to which we hope to come. But there
are passage duties along the path of our pilgrimnge. The perpetual
obligation of vigilance and endurance is upon us. ThiR not for
ourselves alone, but for others also, lest we and they, ReducPCl from
the narrow way, fail of com;ng in at the end. There always has
been a demand for such viO'ilance
and endurance, and there always
0
.
will be. Tl1is is the spiritual fit1rnss of things. Nothing is impossible that is in harmony with God. Impossibility is a word that
h1ts no ricrht
in the Christian's vocabulanr.
Then let the idea of irno
•
possibility, in this matter, be discarderf at once. But let us look tlu-•
difficulties in the face. Thev
mnde to be orercome. We cannot
croak them a1vav. Some have tried that and have failed. \Ve
must do them
and the more calmly and pleasantly the better.
In the return to old line Methodism there are two prominent difficulties among our people. One is the introducti?n into the Church
-in late years-of many who nern1· knew
the eal'lier customs and spirit of Methodi"'m; to whom Its resutut10n would
This clmN may possib.ly
seem a novelty-a new kind ?f.
include Rome preachers. Tlns ts a d1fliculty'. Anotlier rn, the t!1sstate of the older of the memberi;h1p among trn, growmg
mtt of our variant atlrnini,;tration. One arlministtator practices accoi·ding to the Book of Dist'ipli1w, and anotli.Pr
to the patent innmt.ions of tlw dny; and
ltke an m,·nltd undt>r tho.i

rreat.nwnt of two discordant 1loctors, in tlespair i:efuse the p1·es(·ri I' tions of' eithe1·, and ask on Iy to be Jet aloue to die in pPace. Tb is
!!late of things is the Jnain difiieulty with our people. Patent du<'tors and their nostrums undo the health of the <laughter of om
people faster t.han disciplinary treatment can !'estore it. HPnce this
fatal discouragement.
Croaking will not allay this. Auclaciom1
hope is useful here.
But the chief difficulties in the wav of retum to old line Methodi->m will be found from onr bre1hren''in the ministry. First from a.
Jack of coll!'age to observe and enforce the Discipline. 'l'his is thf'
great obstacle. This obstacle looms up here in this consultation.
lt fills the whole horizon around, and is piled in clouds of discomao-ement to the zenith above. Doubtless many of the hrethrPn
,:'ould be glad to have both church and ministry live up to the Pis.
··ipline. and observe the customs of the Church-but there is a lion
jn the way-or, in othei· words, the world, or that portion of it in ..
eorporated in the Church, is in the way. The Discipline nlways wnR
an eye-sore to worldliness, either in the Church or ont. And the
i>trong temptation is to be at peace with t 11e world by ignoring the
Discipline.
Furthermore, there are progressive men among us who have founol
out an easier way to get along in than the old, uncompromising disc•ipliniug one. They look upon the world as haYing progressed wonderfully sil1ce their entrance into it; and Methodism must be progressed accordingly. That instead of conforming the world to God,
it must conform it."ielf to the world in order to lead the world more
readily to. God. All distinct spirituality mrn:;t be purged away from
the t::lmrch, as distasteful to the wor1cl, ancl t1ie church thus pmged
•)f the spii-itual element so
to the world, is to do wo11ders toward its conYerliion. This dogma is the A LmarMater of all
our ·worldly conformitfos in the face of the discipline. This is tlrn
mother of all our abomination,!'.:, from the written sermons in the pulpit up to the screeching fiddle in the orchestra, awa v to the midnight.
•·onclaYe in the lodge, and down to the "sham post-offices, lotteries,
grab-bags, and oyster suppers for Goel" in the basement or narson·
11ge. All these things mm;t he gone into to enlist the inte;·ests of
1 he world in fa rnr of an eiilightened lilwrnl and progre8siYe
tian:ity, and to aid in spreading H'riptnral holiness oYer the8e lands
l1y sweetening it with worldly alloy rn entirely that the cleYil him l'dt' wonkl swallow it. witliout a qualm. 'fhis worldly c0nformity ii>
•)f course contrary to the Discipline of the Church; and we may
'1xpect the most strenuous opposition in any disciplinary cours;•,
and preachers who h'lrn unfortunately fallen
from these
rnto this way of doing things. Not that they will boldly in word
ignore the Discipline, but ttwir condnct in tl)e case will be hv implication impugned by a contrary example. \\re shall be
:wjtli crea1ing a dirision because we get. somP to o1iserve the
0
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}>line and custu111s uf the cl1urch, while others will not do it, nor
i;uffer others to do it without raising a fuss about it. But we ought
to bear in mind that the Disci11line is the Rule of our conduct as
preacliers. The obligation is upon us to adhere to it; and if other1'
see fit to rnge and revile, and proscribe because we purpose to adhere to it, we are not responflible for that. That is not our busi11ess. But nothing can be <lone alone. There must be a union of
pm pose and conduct in the case. We must renew our ordination
vows with special emphasis, to keep them whether the world is willing or not. For one I am ready to do so, let -what will come. I
nm ready to stand anywhere l am put in this behalf.
B1: K. stated that not only the formal Rules and customs of the
church were much neglected among us; such as attendance on the
more spiritual means of grace, and the prohibition of rnetalic and
foatbery, and other artificial ornamentals, or regimf:ntals as they
might be called; but there was serious danger that the distinctive
doctrines of Methodism, by these leading etrings of the old Enemy
be led away also. The doctrine of Chris,tian perfection had already
CJme to be so mystified, as to be the subject of newspaper quarrels,
uotwithstan<ling what Wesley, Fletcher1 Clarke, and other of the
fathers hatl so clearly and explicitly written. The departure from
the Rules of the Church he conceived to be the open door out or
which its doctrmes would depart, unless the door wmi closed.
believed the original Wesleyan Church was declared to be a com)lany "having the form and seeking the power of Godliness."rhey were united together in this form and in this purpose. He
conceived. the M. E. Church in all its membership and ministry included in the original bond to this. Whatever others might do 1
be wished it clearly understood that he "belongs to this band, Hal•
lelujah !"
Br. E. stated that he was a quiet man, and had never ha<l any
trouble in enforcing the discipline; for the reason he supposed, that
he had never enforced it. He tried to preach the gospel and per11made saints and sinners to get religion! and had been somewhat sue•
cessful, but not as much so as he ought to have been. He ha<l
probably showed more respect to the Discipline than some, for he
had not inveighed against it; and not so much as some for he had
never enforced it. In this respect he believed he stood with a respectable num?er if not a
of. his. b!·et?ren.
he was not a jorcible man; especially m d1sc1plmary admm1strat1on.
Ho. wished to be with his brethren in the matter, and would neither
go ahead nor lag behind. He apprehended no great difficulty in
the case, provided all
to keep th? Rules, as. they had
promised to do. But the difficulty was, some tried to be a little close,
:ind others let everything run loose, and the people knew not what
to do. After several years of neg·lect it was a sort of a hardship to
them to be
up, ever so little, to the rules of the Church;
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aud yossibly the next year or two
fall Lack into tl1e same 1wglect,
It discouraged those who were seekmg for the old patl1s. Ha TI1o't
as long as we hall Rule:s it was beRt to be go\'erned by them-11
little, at least. The great want in the case was unifo1111ity; and Im
was ready to uniform, aud hoped all the others woul<l also; m1rl
make a general and united business of it. He had noticed that the
work of the Lord had prospered most where the Rules were most
dosely kept. He was in favor of a general conspiracy to re!'uscitate old line Methodism. He thought nobody conld have any ob·
jedion to that.
The above extracts me deemed a sufl!cient preface to the" Nazarite Roll" as it was called at the last Conference, which follows. It
was reacl before the Confei·ence, in accordance with a resolution of
that body calling for the reading of all papers relating to the (so ..
called) N azarites. Several private and confidential letters to different preachers, relating to the matter were also procured and re:vl
in connection with the ••Rol 1." They are omitted out of regpect to
the feelings of those to whom they were addrnssed; and also for
the further rnason that some of them involve pet·sonalities. The
Nazarite matter at the last Conferenr,e created quite a sensatiouprobably more than was necessary-and was variously represented
and misrepresented. The "Roll" will speak for itself; and is the
only authorized exponent of the principles of the old line Metho1lists of the Genesee
·who have been proclaimed abroad
as Nazarites, by the publishers of the Minutes of the Conference,
and by the Bu.tfalo Advocate. 'Those papers are responsible for the
publication of the name. lt is suppooecl to be intended to describe
those who are "sticklers for trifles "-such as the more stringeut
and severe rules of the Church. One of the i>reachers of the Con•
forence, as the writer of the "Roll," and of the conespondence pertertaining to it, has been charged with "crimes sufficient to excluclea person from the Kingdom of Grace aml Glory" stated in thirty·
nine specifications-" forty
save one'?-founde<l on state·
ments in the Roll and its relative correspondence, and also three"
''falsehoods.'.' So the work of proscription is commenced and will
doubtless continue till it ends-itself. A certain pamphlet published in New York, has represented the N azarites m; a secret societ v
rlevoted to the propagatiou of doctrinal tenets. It is enouo·h to sav
that its author has been irnpo8ed upon by his zealous
both as to the fact and puroose of the N azarites. It is on],· as vet
mere proposal to return to the "' old paihs.''

N AZARITE UNION.

HISTORIC CIRCULAR.
BRETHREN

;-The notion of an united and orderly effort to re·

turn more fully, as ministers1 to the observance and enforcement of

the Discipline of the Church, and to the religious customs of earl)"
Methodism has been in the minds of several for two years past. Somo
were decided for immediate action ;-but some hesitatecl dreading
the imputation of partit:.anship iu the Conference. They dreaded
also the inevitable ho13tility to the measure from a certain quarter, as
it was foreseen to be necessary to disturb the feelings and plans of a
very enterprising, unscrupulous and vindictive fraternity in our midst,
which held the ear of the Epfocopacy, and by secret and adroit man·
agement wielded, for the time being, the chief patronage of the Con ference. At length, however, the number concurring being about
it was resolved to form the Union, and solicit the co-operation of all those preachers in the Conference whose antecedents and
sympathies were judged to be in favor of a return to "the old paths
-the paths our fathers trocl."
Although the obligation proposed enjoins no secrecy, it is nevertheless advisable that, till' the mattel' shall be thor01:1ghly sprea<l Lefore those indicated, a discreet silence be oLserved ;. both to avoid.
noise and confusion, which in religious mattern aLove all otliern 1
ought to be avoided, and also to prevent a premature outcry from
fr?m a co-op_eration
frightening some of our less resolute
before they fully underntand the matter.
_far lhe U
been accomplished through the agency of D1stnct commltat1ons: 1tUilfrig of course irnpost>i!Jle to get many of the preachers togetl1er,

..
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'tlnus far, by tacit refusal, no Odd Fellow has been solicited; and Ly
common consent, thus far, none will be admitted except on convincing proof satisfactory to all that be holds his obligations to the
Church superior to his obligations to the Lodge, and will not, by
obligation or sympathy, act with them in their management of
Conference or Church affairs. No Presiding E Ider is solicited
or admitted, because of his official position, which might be thought
to be embarrassed thereby. A simple and scriptural device, the
hint of which was taken from the tenth chapter of Nehemiah, was
formedr both as a token of union, and as a defence provided any one
cb0se to keep it secret, against Odd Fellow vengeance; in anticipation of such being threatened and attempted to be executed. At
first it was proposed to have three divisions; and some circulars
were issued with this view -but on more general consultation this
was abandoned as unnecessary and liable to excite prejudice. All
the traveling preachers subscribing the obligation, with the limitation above recited, are acknowledged members, and of equal dghts,
privileges and powers in the Union. The general officers annually
to be appointed by the whole body, are a President., a Recorder, a
Chief Scribe, and one Scribe and one Counsellor in each District.
These constitute the Executive Committee of the Union, to circulate the obligation and documents: to encourage the brethren in
the several Districts in the good work, and to give them such advice
and counsel in all things pertaining to the objects of the Union, as
the exigencies of circumstances may demand, in i·espect to the manner of its execution. It is not designed to spread any organization
mnong the :people. The aim is to return gradually and surely to
the old paths, without strife or divisions, other than that which will
necessarily arise from the spontaneous conflict of sentiment between
persons of adverse views in respect to the general propriety of the
general object proposed.
This is all the Order, Organization, Society or Band, contemplatecl
by the "N azarites " ot' the Genesee Conference. We hold such a
Society to btl no more improper than a" Preachers' Aid Society"or a "Preachers' Anti-Slaverv Societv." This Nazarite' Union
might appropriately be
cipline Society," for it is that and nothing else.

NAZARITE OBLIGATION.
1.-I wlll observe and enforce the Rules of the .Methodist Episcopal Chmcb to the best of my ability, and under all practicable
circumstances.
2.-I will steadfastly resist all departures from them, or from the
religious customs derived therefrom.
3.-I will steadfastly oppose the introduction or continuance among
us of any religious practice or custom or of any in&titution foreign t(j or at variance with the Discipline of the Church.
4.-And I will encourage and sustain, in the disciplinary execution
of the above purpose, in preference to all others, those covenanting together in this obligation.

PRACTICAL PROPOSITIONS.
1.-To restore the observance of the Rules requiring attentfance on
Class.
2.-To restore the observance of the Rules requiring family prayer.
3.-To restore the observance of the Rules ri:>quiring quarterly fasts.
4.-To restore the observance. of the Rules requiring singing by the
congregation.
5.-To restore the custom, in part, of free seats in our houses of
worship.
6.-To restore the custom of atten.dance from abroad upon our
Love Feasts.
7.-To restore the custom of Camp },foeting'S morEil fully .among
us.
8.-To restore, generally, simplicity and spirituality in our worship.
The above is a true copy of the Obligation aml Practical Pr?positions of the N azarite Union of the Genesee Conference, as revised
.aud approvfld in
l:;i!'!t general cons11ltation.
J. MC ORE.ARY, JR.,

CAie/ Scribe.

THE GENERAL ARGUMENT.
DEAR BRETHREN:e-Come and let us reason together. Let us
speak of the state of Methodism among us. Let us do so calmly,
to see, to
tmthful1y, earnestly. Let us not be afraid to
speak; and to act also, as the great occasion may demand. There
is a patriotism above that which has respect to our native land-our
civil
a patriotism whose sleepless hopes and fears walk
thefr perpetual rounds about Mount Zion, the city of our inhel'itance
spiritual, and watch intently the safety of her bulwarks, as the
those al'e extin·
defellte of her flaming altars. If these
guished.
Methodism has been the great religious power of the century
past, and it remains so still when compared with other religious denominations. The religious sentiment of Methodism is the religious
sentiment of the million masses. They believe her doctrines. They
sympathise with all her feelings and mov-ements. They hail her as
the great religious instrumentality of the age. They love her, for
she speaks to them in their mother tongue of the wonderful works
of God. Other denominations cause them to listen; she causes
them to hear. They, in learned phrase, whisper to the eal'; she, in
thunder tones of simple yet wondrous power, rolls her glorious message right through the living heart of the mighty people. Thi1
is her heritage from Him "whose is the kingdom and the
power." "Holiness unto the Lord," written in light upon her spotless
garments, arrd engraved upon her frontlets, is the significant motto
of her mission to spread scriptmal holiness through. these lands.
These were the benediction words of her inauguration and the commandment for her administration. Commissioned thus by Almighty
Goel himself, and eommanded to overcome every obstacle, she was
expected to be invincible and vict<:>rious: and the hopes of heaven
nnd of earth, gathered upon her, that not till the final accomplishment of this mission, and in full view of the chariot of bet· translation would she drop the mystic mantle of her prophetic power, and
turn aside from, or grow weary in the work which was given her to
<lo. But, alas, her path way of destiny lay a1ong the enchanted
ground of " modern progress,'' and there, fallen asleep from her
1nighty work, she has lost the rol1 from her bosom. Her Discipline
is gone. Shall she return and find it? Or shall she endeavo1· to
make progress without it? Shall it be recovered and canied with
her; or, leaving it behind as burdensome, or as antiquated and useless, or as irrecoverably lost, shall she endeavor to go up and pros11er without it? This is the question.
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It is a melancholy pleasure to look back from the unce:rtmn pi-esent upon the stern and glorious past of our beloved Methodism and
note her triumphant progress throughout the first century
her
mission. "Beauty and Bands "-purity of heart, and sti·ict <lfacipline of life-were the two staves of her l'ltrength through all he1·
way of spiritual conquest. They never dropped from her hand!'! for
a moment. They were held fast with all the tenacity of life, with
all the rigidity of death. And well might they be; for they were
the implements not of her power only, but of her safoty also. From
her first advent upon American soil already pre-occupied with adverse and bigeted doctrines and sentiments, it required strong anJ
uncompromising men to lead the van of her array.
And she
found such me:n. No flinching from controversy-no craven spirit
of compromise - no dread of perils and starvation in the wilderness-no fears of popular commotions-no yielding to fini.::al and
artificial godliness-no vibrating between God and .Mammon; right
onward they drove the chariot of this salvation through all the land.
''There were giants in those days;" for the times required gigantic
men-spiritual Titans--;-to unpile the mountain obstacles rising in
the way of truth and nghteousness. And the best of all was, God
was with them; for they were with God. In all their trials and
labors, the unseen Power-the King immortal, invisible, eternal,
was their support. Right behirrd them, ever sounding after them,
that serene and awful voice '' Lo, I am with you," came with its
mighty impulse, and mged them on to the victorious strife. In the
midst of all this success it is on record that those early fathers of
Methodism were strict disciplinarians. They observed and enforced
the Discipline for conscience sake. Their vows to do so were not
lio·htly taken, as a kind of fo11nal mbric necessary to ordination, to
violated acc01·ding to convenience or inclination; but with a
bona fide intention to observe and keep them. They were true
men; not in word only, but in deed also. And the spiritual quality of the membership revealed the faithfulness of the ministry in
this respect. The dead, as soon as they we.re decently cold, were
buried out of sight, and not left in the midst of the living, to breed
pestilence and death: and thus the health of the daughter of our
people was preserved. No
innovations were allowed
-no exempt cases-they were mpped m the bud, before a rank and
luxuriant growth had rendered them
Everywhere,
and under all circumstances, justification by faith, sanctification by
the Spirit, and conformity of life to the Discipline, were exhorted
as
privilerre and demanded as the duty of every member of the
::-- ' were the men-th e early gran dees of the realm of
church. Such
Methodism-who maintained its glory by maintaining its integ1·ity;
But they are
who gained its victories by disciplining its
gone; and with them the first century of
yeai·s of unparalleled progress and prosperity; which dunng the

of
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eentury to come must necessarily be infinitely .angmented or dimin·
ished as we sharT either follow or repudiate their example.
Notwithstanding the croakings of veteran lt>acksliders, who, chiefJy because tl1ey are backslidden, imagine the drnrch to have become,
since their early days, hopelessly apostate; and notwithstanding, on
the other hand, the hopetul eulogies and anticipations of some less
observing and more enthusiastic, it is the sober and solemn conviction
of many among us, especially of those whose antecedents reach
nlong the line of earlier Methodism into the past, that there are
some just reasons for alarm as respects the present, and of forbodings for the future. Those reasons are palpable, and certainly sufficient in interest to attract attention, and demand appropriate action.
In the southern and western conferences, for obvious reasons, growing out of social circumstances, and the maintainance practically as
well as nominally of its itineracy, Methodism yet retains nearly or
quite its original status and complexion. But it is undeniable that
in this conference it has been for several years past assuming a kind
of hybrid form-and is still in a sort of transition state, vibrating
between original principles and those transcendental and anomalous
innovations, which are a stnking characteristic of the age through
which we are passing. "Vanity Fair" is outspread all around us;
and many of us, preachers and people, are exchanging our pilgrim
garb, and our titles to the inheritance of the saints in light, in barter for the empty baubles offered to om purchase.
All that is left of the Discipline among us, are here and there a
few feeble and uncertain attempts to observe some of its most general prescriptions; and those the least calculated to annoy worldlyminde<l professors. The tules respectmg class meetings are hardly
ever enforced, except. against such as have become too dead to feel indignant at their application. The l'llles respecting family prayer, quarterly fasts, singing in the congregation, pewed churches, and the manner of our love feasts, have gradually, by neglect of enforcement' fallen
into disuse. Some of the ministry speak openly of the legislative
abrogation of the whole, and seem determined to prepare the way
therefor, by ignoring them altogether in their administration. The
Discipline is virtually dead and buried, and its sepulchre is amonO"
us at this day, while the few feeble and desultory efforts to restore it
is the stone upon its mouth. Such is the general hopelessn6ss of
its restitution among those in the ministry and membership, who
would be glad to see it restored, that they are tempted to yield up
in despair to its total abandonment, as a calamity compelled by the
evil force of irresistible circumstances. Even the strong men among
us-the fathers-as if in dread of the ready charge of being sticklel's
for trifles; or the charge of superstitious fondness for obsolete antiquities, have giv6ln way to the tide of ridicule against, it and them,
and leave the Discipline to its fate by merely exhorting its observance, and conniving at its neglect by those in the ministry under
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tbeir .supervision. Meanwhile we have turned every way to find a
We have improved
rmbstituts.. Thus far we have .signally
our financial plans,-we have mcreased m number and convenience-0ur church edifices,-we have labored successfully to elevate the
standard of ministerial education ;-in fine, we have done everything
we. could do, besides attempting many things we could not do, to regam our former power. Thus far in vain. If there be a substitiita
for the Discipline it remains yet lo be found.
Let us more particularly cast our attention upon the condition of
t?e Church as superinduced by this fatal neglect of Discipline. Durmg the seven years past the
of membership in this Conference has been less than one per cent per annum. It is also obvious to a strict observer of the condition of things, that there bas
been a gradual decay in the spirit of vital and active godliness.This is strikingly apparent in our larger stations, more exposed to
worldly associations, and more contemptuous of disciplinary obligations. While our secular concerns as a Church have been receiving
the temporary impulses of extraordinary efforts in behalf of t11eir
prosperity, the great fundamental principle of spirituality has languished more and more. In some of the charges above referred to,
any manifestations of spiritual influence have become so strange
and uncommon as to be mistaken for fanaticism ;-even those spiritual exercises so common among us in our earlier history as a denomination. Not even a decent form of godliness remains, much
less its power. The old, :reliable, working, praying, singing, shouting fathers and mothers are gone ;-some to sing and shout in heaven :-some have removed to other lahds,-some have laid down in
the dust, discouraged, to croak and die. A few yet remain, thank
t.he real strength of our Zion. But the propor·
God, in our
tional number of such has gradually decreased from year to year,
and our ranks have been filled up by such as, for the most part, have
been merely imagined into the Church; not, as formerly, converted
decidedly:weepingly, prayingly, shoutingly,
at the best, faintly converted, sickly and silent from the bnth,
and ever retaining that same original, hereditai·y silence and fee·
bleness.
Our periodicals teem with grandiloquent notices of revivals of
this sort, generally with a superaclcled notice ingeniously interwoven
of preachers, elders, wandering evangelists, and other fine and powThe names
erful things instrumental in the great and gloriouR
of the converts are recorded on the class books. F. or a few weeks, or
possibly a few months, they attend the class and
htt!e of
and then gradually fade away and die fro1?
ual life they may have once possessed. They re:marn, still, uonnnal
members of the Church. They count af' such m our annual Conarray, they
ference reports. Adorned in artificial, if. not in
"sit in beauty side hy side," in our gallene:-, and m the rear of our

conO'regations. But their voice is never heard in our love feasts, our
meetings, or our prayer meetings. 'fhe only religious service
in which they ever deign to engage L'> that of singing the praises of
God for us, whenever their fancy or pride prompts them to do so;
provided, furthermore, they are allowed the exclusive monopoly of
this service. Any effort to save or restore their spiritual life, by
bringing to even a common observance of our healthful and lifepreserving disciplinary rules is- usuaUy unavailing, from the detiultory efforts and, adverse views of the several administrators of the
same. Any attempt at excision is shunned by us- as endangering
our reputation as "fine" ministers among the people, and as " safe"
men in the cabinet ;-the last appellation being genernlly, the honorable title, well earned among us, of such as have the common prudence, never seriously to assault the world, the flesh, or the devil.
Instances have been known among m, where rich fathers, veteran
members of thB Church, have threatened to withdraw in case their
baDkslidden children were molested by the application of the Disci})line, And the shameful record is required by the truth that such
th:reat.s are generally, if not always successful to prevent its application.. 'rhe Japanese teach their children to trample upon the Cross;
we allow ours to trample upon the Discipline. Thus is slowly and
surely accumulating upon us a membership educated for rebellion
and insubordination, whkh will render a return to the Discipline
more and more difficult, if not positively impossible as time advances.
In some of oul"chief charges, by some of our chief mfoi1>ters, t11e
Discipline is not read in the congregation or the society, according to its express prescription in the case. The quarterly fasts are
neve1· mentioned, and of course never observed. Societies counted
bv hundreds of members, furnish less than a score in the class. meetand fewer still in the prayer meetings. Many members live
without family prayer, or even the rnligious decency of asking a
blessing at table. Officers in the Church, on grounds of secular
economy, or from favoritism to exotic fraternities, are appointed of
men never found in the exercise of religious worship other than a
mere silent attendance on preaching. 'l'he singing, together with.
the selection of the final hymn,-if hymn it can be called-is politely delivered over to the control and "performance " of half a.
dozen young backsliders, to the exclusion of the right and prescribed duty of the membership to join in this service. A few
members, of some wealth it may be, or of some superannuated religious reputation, or of some flecular order fraternal with the pastor, and aided more or less by his encouragement or connivance 1
succeed in ruling the membership into iheil' own Yicws of worldlv
policy, and as far as possible into thei1· own spirit. A cold and dry
formality without even the
quality of aristocratic dignity 9
w pervades the entire worship that tho:3e yet retaining any sense (_•E
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the life and power of religion, feel that they can enjoy it any whern
elBe better than in the house
God.
One after another of the old
craw 11 off disheartened, to
tit us diminishfog unit by unit the little sum of spirituality left; Add
to all this the manifold dissentiotlS between the various "leadino·
worldly
.members,
in their pride of opinion,
ad verse fanCJes rn respect to the1t several schemes to glorify the
Church and themselves, and we have before us, as far as it goes, a
true description of many of our chief societies-societies which,
from being considered the pi'a·eminences of om Zion, exert, by their
fatal example, a controlling influence throughout the Conference at
la1·ge. It is a femfol truth and cannot be disguised, that many of
our principal sanctuaries within our bounds, are at this hour like the
Pyram;ds of Egypt, each at once a temple and a tomb, filled with
spiritual mummies, embalmed in the odor of a lifeless sanctity,
awaiting in silence the vain hope of a resurrection they shall ne,·er
8ee; while the preacher's voice, compelled by the power of association;. and the craven fear of offense, is smoothed and softened7 and
lessened down to a reptile's whimpel' in these habitations of
dead.
And why is it thus? Is the arm of tbe Lord shortened that lw
cannot
Do not the essential principles of Methodism remain
the same? Have we not still the Ark of the Covenant with onr
tribe in the Commonwealth of Israei, and is there not the living
fire in its glorious U rim still 1 Is not the Gm•pel still, as ever, the
power of Goel unto salvation? And has not our number in the 1ninii.;try largely increased in proportion to our membership? thus giving us tha ability to bestow the more labor upon our work. Why,
then, do we l::tbor for nought? Nay, why for less than noughdBrethren ! we know the reason. "The stone wall thereof is broken
down,'' and all our labor in the vineyard of the Lord is left defeMeless to the ravages of the destroyer. And many among us, who
from position should be mac;ter workmen in rebuilding it, not onl.'·
Hhun the laborious and unpopular task themselves, but ridicule and
d iscoun1ge it in others,-discourage it as a vain and impossible attempt to resist the rush of modem progress,-ridicule it as an insanH
:md superstitious adherence to principles and customs, essentially oh. solete forever, becal1se :illapted oti1y to the past. They have other
ftJasonic duties than building the walls of .Tel'llsa1em; other
tP
pitch than the goodly teuts of Jacob. After a century of trmmpli ·
ant test, it bas· at length been discovered by Rome of our leadi11grninistel's that the Discipline of out Church is a failure; that it i,;
an antique incompatibility-incompetent to meet the exigencies of
these more redundant tillle8. Aud it is lamentable to know, an 1 t
shamefu I to record that the most eftieieut opponents to the
iu 0111· mi1lst a!'e those n•1·v nwn w Ito have heen solenmlv constituted

and

\ls guanlia11;o;,-who in
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die

prescm·P of God and the.
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have publicly and voluntai·ily taken upon them special vows of ad,.
herence to it. These are the men whom the finical and worldly
minded in the Church and its outside hangers-on ever find to be
zealous and powerful coadjutors in every effort to void, or resist, or
over.ride the long tried customs of the Church, and the spirit and
letter of its recognized ecclesiastical law ;-and he who, beholding
the living membership piled with heaps of the dead-imbedded
and ins1imed in the mass of pestilential putridity-has the courage
and the commanding sense of disciplinary duty to seek and extricate and separate them that they may live;-is sure, while engaged
in this work, to be cloven down from behind by the unseen bands of
such in the ministry. So that it has passed into a proverb among
as, that "be who attempts the enforcement of the Discipline within
the bounds of the Genesee Conference, is starved in his circuit, and
damned in the Conference."
Indeed, the chief difticulty in the way of our return to the old
paths is found at this point. The ministry have educated the
ple to neglect the Discipline by introducing or i;uffering practices
contrary to it, and when the people of any charge thus educated
experience a change of administration in which the Discipline is
somewhat recognized, preachers have been known to excite the people to rebellion against it, both as an apology for their past neglect
of its administration, and as a plea for neglecting it in future, on the
that the people will not endure it in these enlightened
days of modern progress. By searching closely, the " hand of
Joab," is found in almost all commotions among the people, growc
ing out of disciplinary administration among us.
In this connexion, brethren, we deem it om duty to ourselves all(l
to the cause of God, to be fully aware that by a strange coincidence,
hardly accidental, and yet. possibly so, rather than from any intrinsic
pravity in the institution itself, most of those among us thus occupying position adverse to the Discipline, have the accompanying
misfortune to be connected together in a
secular association,
whose oaths are unknown to the Discipline, and whose various obligations are generally held to be supreme as against any merely
ecclesiastical obligation whatever. The lcac1i1w spirits in this fraternity have for several years been obse1'ved
the leaders in the
path of retrogression from the
and usages of the Church,
and as having arrayed almost its entire strength in the i:,ame
ad verse attitude.
\Ve apprehend it may not be so in other
Conferences; and there are a few honorable exceptions in this,
of men who hold their vows made unto Goel and the Church 1
superior in obligation to \rows plig11tecl in darkness to a fellowship which, to say the best, is not purely "the fellowship of
saints." When all these things arc known to be so, who, es})CCially among om yomi;:rer preachers, will dare SINGLY to ::it·
tempt bis duty in the case 3 Who that has attempted the
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ment of his ordination vows, during the past five years, has escaped
proscription, and the min of his ministerial reputation? What hona
from variant and scattered efforts in the face of these formidable
stxcles? None whatever. As soon might the Temperance reform
have
accomplished b.y isolated effort. As soon might a few
stragghng Jews have rebmlt the walls of Jerusalem in the face of
Sanballat the Horonite. 'l'here must be a union of steadfast pmpose and persistent effort among the preachers to return to the observance of the rules and customs of the Church, or we shall neYer
a union
r.eturn. Let no man flatter himself to the contrary.
we propose, and nothing else.

N. B. Those brethren to whom this paper may come, will closely
observe the accompanying documents, and from time to time giva
such counsel as they may deem proper, which may be rendered
either to the Recorder or the Chief Scribe of the Union. The documents alluded to above will be issued from the Recorder,

LAMENTATIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS.
PRACTICAL PROPOSITION No. 1.
lf

To restore the observance of the Ritles requiring attendance
Meetings."

01i

LAMENTATION :-Alas for the general neglect of Class Meetings:
It has been gradually increasing upon us for the last seven years.In some of our charges societies counted by hundreds of members
furnish only a score or less who attend Class with any degree of
punctuality. In many charges attendance is considered a mere matter of convenience or inclination. 'fhe ancient sense of privilege
or duty in the case has subsided from the minds of our people.Leaders have become dil".couragecl and have ceased to mark their
books. Doubtless four-fifths of the Class Books in the Conference
are not recrularly marked from year to year. Preachers have scolded
over this
of Class Meetings, Bishops have lamented over it
in their addresses to the Conferences. District Associations and
Quarterly Conferences have complaineu and resolved. Still the evil
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gl'ows i;;teadily upon us. A fearful accumulation of lifeless meml>el'·
ship has gathered upon the surface of the Chmch from this fatal
neglect. What is stil1 more lamentable than all; those converted
under the ministry of the \Vord among us; not being held as in former years to this exercise, soon faJe away anJ die from spiritual

life.
·what shall be clone to remedv this evil? There are difficulti(>s
No other evil
us is so enonnous as this. lt j,;
more general than any other. Neglect of Class, Meetings bas
made backsliders numerous; and they in return rendel' it extremely difficult to enforce attendance on Class. They hate the Clas.'\
Room. Many of them wonld sooner leave the Church than attend
Cla:ss once a quarter. Some of thum are rich; some are respectable;
some are men of secular ability, available to the Church financially;
some are officers in the Ohurch,-stewards or trustees. Charges are
small and weak; financial embarrassments iender eveiJ available
help necessary. We carry on a heavy stroke of business. Our extensive co-pal'tnership with the world has rendered rich men necessary to us. The valedictory as foreboded b_y Vvesley has been spoken. "Farewell to Methodist Discipline, if not to Methodist doctrine also." Our bread is in our mouth, as preachers. It will not
<lo to offend the rich. Thev will starve us if we do. If we in·
sist on their attendance they
be offended ancl we starved. Bnt.
if we suffer them to neglect Class we must snffer all; we must be
impartial in the matter. 'Phns the rU1 are a shield to the poo!· in
transgressing the Rules with impunity. Besides this we dread disturbance in societies; we fear the imputation of being troublers in
Israel; we dread the ready charge of rashness, obstinacy, radicalism,
ultraism, &c., &c., which is sure to be elicited by any attempt striousiy to 1·emedy the evil. We love bread and the praise of m1>n:
while hundreds are annually perishing from the way of life
our neglect of enforcing the Discipline in the case. A strong central tower of our Zion has fallen in the dlist, who will arise and

in the way.

bnilil?

This is our lamentation.

RECOM\fENDATION :-I.et all the Class '.Books be revised immediately after Conference. Let the Leaders be kindly and closely
reasoned with, and eucouraged and required to mark thei1· books
i·egularly. Let the Preacher, once a quarter immediately preceding
the Quarte1·ly Meeting, read before the Class, Society, or cougregation, the number of times each member bas attended Class during
the quarter; and at the same time inquire of
Leader, formally,
the cause of any noticeable absence. Let the ·Class books be laill
the table of the 9uarterly Meeting Conference, that the P!'<'Elder may examme them. This wfll show the Leade1'8 and
members that some notice is taken of their conduct in respect to
this duty. 'l'hiK will
its influence; for duties with Dppropriate
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.an<l palpable accountability, are not apt to be neglected. Let the Discipline in the case be read before the congregation once a quarter.
the congreg-ation; otherwise many members might not hear
1t as read before the Class, or Society. Let the :reading precede the
second hymn. It will occupy but little time. At the same time
let the Preacher inform the membership that be is bound by his ortlination vows to enforce the Discipline, however repugnant it may
he to his personal feelings. At the first, such is the genei·al arnl
habitual neglect of this duty, and such our exceedinD" laxity of
administrati)n in the case, let him insist 011 the
of each
member at least one-third of the time. This without any intimation of license to refrain at all; but as a show and fact of moderation and to avoid all reasonable grounds of chnrge of undue strictdistance, and other
ness in administration. Let all cases of
providential hindrances be taken benignly into consideration, and
then if there be not a coming up, in any one quarter, to the onethird attendance above specified, let the Discipline take its coursein every case-against rich and poor, great and small. "Be very
mild but very firin."
In some charges the Sunday School is appointed at the regulal'
hour most convenient for the ClasS' Meetings. Here is a dilemma
to be avoided if possible. One department of our work ought not
to interfere with another. It will not do Lo rob the Sunday School
in behalf of the Class Meeting, nor the Class Meeting in behalf ot'
the Sunday School. Our younger members most in need of this
means of grace, are usually connected with the SundaySchooL Some.
growing more or less backslidden, soon learn to pret"er the Sunday
8chool, as a refuge from the distasteful obligations and exercises of
the Class. room. Thus, while we acknowledge the Sunday School
to be the nursery of the Ohmch, it is to be feared that in the way
above indicated, by being placed in competition, as to time, with the
Class Meeting, it may have robbed the Church of many a goodly
plant of larger g1·owth. rrhis is a delicate and doubtful
point in which the right and utility must be determined by contingent
circumstances. Our conclusion is that the class ineeting is.first-first
in the Discipline-first in power for spiritual utility. The officers
and children of our Sunday- Schools, being members, ought not tn
Le deprived from it. Thel'e is no Discipline to absolve them fl'om attendance. And on the other hand, our faithful, Class-loving membership ought not to be deprived from workiug in the Sunday
or attendino- the Bible Olati;;, by the simultaneows Class Meetmg.
Sabbath Scliool be in the worning, if otherwise it inrrhen let
terferes with the Sabbath 110011 Class Meetings. It will gain more
than it will lose from the increased nttendance and interest in it of
the adult membership. This especially if the officers, teachers, and
<'Ui1dren cannot conveniently attenll other than the Sabbath noou
Classes. Let all our Sunday School chilJ.rcn be
• .-. r• '
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tetHl Class Meeting, as member8 ex officio of the Church. \Ve
vilnture this liberal construction of the Discipline in their l.iehalf. This is our recommendation.

PRACTICAL PROPOSI'fJON No. 2.
" To restore the observanci of the Rules requiring Farnily Prayer."
LAMENTATION :-Alas for the neglect of tamily prayer among us.
This neglect is the usual accompaniment of the neglect of other religious duties. Very many of our members are guilty of it. In
some of our charges, even Stewards, to the great scandal of the
church, live without family prayer, and thus cast the shadow of
their evil example over the private membership. What a fatal example befo1·e children also! What avails Sunday .School instruction
against home example? How few of those children converted in
our meetings, long survive the fatal atmosphere of a prayerles.-;
home ! We have been at fault in this matter. We are not bold
to reprove and exhort. We have failed to encourage leaders to ex·
amine their members on this duty. We have not pressed it with
sufficient earnestness upon all heads of families converted among
us. Alas! we have feared to do our duty to prayerless members.
Some are rich; oppressed with worldly cares, and absorbed in worldly labors. We fear to offend them. They give us our daily bread;
and we eat it, winking at their delinquencies in this duty. The
Rule has become practically obsolete as against every offender. In
addition to this, many of our members are without even the common religious decency of asking a blessing at table. A traveUer
stopping over night with them, would not even suspect them of
making a profession of religion. We have many such among us.
Tliis is our lamentation.
RECOMMENDATION :-Exhort every head of a family, wl10 may be
converted among us, to the discharge of this duty. Encourage him
to it. Insist upon it. Receive none into full connexion who fail in
this. Acknowledge no backslider, in the church or out of it, as reclaimed, till he take to the discharge of this duty. No man, however rich 01· respectable is worth retainittg who neglects. The more
influential he is, the more fatal his example. In leading the classes
inqll.ire of every membet·. Let none escape. Report in the quarte1·ly conference before the presiding j.l}der all official members who
am delinquent. Nominate no stew;Jl'd, on any plea whatsoever who
is delinquent. Here is oooasion fl>r the strictest adherence to the
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eharge ''be
What is Sunday religion without religion at
l10me 1 This is not a small matter. Let us see to it. This is our
recommendation.

PRACTICAL PROPOSITION No. 3.
" To restore the observance of the Rules requiring Quarterly Fasts. 11

LAMENTATION :-Alas for the neglect of fasting or abstinence
among us! It was once our regular and prevalent custom. We
were noted for it. We were benefitted by it as a people. It helped
our religious meditations. It made a breach in the train of our
worldly thoughts. It drew our hearts from the world. Its tendency was to prepare our minds for the solemn Quarterly Meeting exercises. This custom is now almost totally abandoned by us. The
preachers themselves generaJly neglect it. Many of them consider
it an antiquated and superstitious custom. It is not observed in
their families, either when they are at home or absent. It is forgotten. It is rarely proclaimed from the pulpit. It has ceased to be
observed among us, except by a few of the more aged ministers and
members, who. remember the former days. Possibly we have not
wilfully neglected; but we have at least carelessly neglected this
duty. 'l.,his is our lamentation.
RECOMMENDATION:-Let us announce each Quarterly Fast in the
boldly-as though we were not asl:.arned of it, even
beforrj a pohte and worldly assernLly. Let us repeat the
ment in the classes, and call on all who will return to the custom to
manifest it by a riBinp; Yote. Let us thus commit the people to its
observance: a recorn'tnittal to the observance of the Discipline in
the case. Abore all, let us observe it ourseh-es as an example to
them. Let all the members of om families observe .it-children
and all. In these days of deplorable laxity let us set a rigid example. Let not the Moslem ancl heathen rebuke us by their superior
religious devotion in this duty. Let us by all possible means show
nur earnest interest in this matter. It is ne> trifling custom of the
Church. There is more in it than appears at first view. The BiLle
enjoins it. The Discipline commm1ds it, Let it be observeLL-

T/iis is our recommendation.
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PRACTICAL PROPOSITION No. 4.
'' To restore the observance of the Rules req1ti1"ing singing by the con·
gregation.''
l.iAME!'ITATION :-Afas,

for the silence that has come over us!The inhabitants of the
rock have ceased to sing; and at the same time they have ceased to
i,;hout from the tops of the mountains. It was not so in our earlier
davs. Beyond all other people, the powerful gift of sacred song
once onrs. A stream of living melody, outpomed from the
souls of the W esleys1 flowed over and into the myriad ]1earts of
those whom Goel gave them as seals to their ministry. Wherever·
the early fathers of Methodism moved, the desert and t:iolitaty place
was glad for them, and the land broke forlh into singing as they
passed. But we have wasted this holy heritage. We have sold
our ancient birthright of song for the fictitious and soulless canticles
of the modem orchestra. Not now as of old do the songs of Zion
ring through our habitations at. morn and at even tide, and enliven
our daily toil. Not as of old are they heard in onr social religious
gatherings.
Om· elass meetings ::wll prayer meeting::; feel the
empty void they have left. We Jt,ive cea8etl aimr>:;t at once to sing
and to live. vVe
been begnilccl of this our treasure, by a barter of trash ;-and the bill of this profitless trade has been sanctioned more or less by the princes of our Israel.
The prescriptions of the Discipline in the case are positive an cl
unmistakable. The whole matter and mal.mer of singing is undeniably left under the hand of the preacher. The prescribed obligation rests on him a'.one. He may not surrender it into the hand of
others without a palpable breach of tmst. But we h)lYe in many
cases surrendered it to the exclusive control of the vain and frivolous
among us-to those for the most part whose voice is never heard iu
our prayer meetings, our class meeting,:, our love feasts; whose only
religious service in which they eYer deign to engage is that of performing in solemn burlesque the praises of God for us, whenever
their fancy or pride prompts them to do so. rrhis departure from
onr Rules on singing has hacl n great tendency not only to impait"
the spirituality of our worship, by banishing from it a vital element, but it has also ever been a pl'olific som·ce of petty strife, small
p1·ide, formality and various congenial and ever attendant confusions.
It is a common thing for a Choir to die and revive several times a
year. A petty jealousy among its mernliers, then a pout, then a
roar, then a dissolution, then a reconciliation; to be followed by successive pouts, roars, and dissolutions;- rneanwhile the solemn worship of God in this vital department is left subject to all the disgnslingand scandalous inflnenc.es of these orehcstral vitissitude::-:. Ai1d the
worst feature of the case fr;, if the Choir see tit to hecome defunct at
any time, or to l•e ahs1.-n1, we are
l•la11kly at their mer•:.y, frcnn.

Our harps are hung upon the willows.
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having
gen.eral habit of singing. We have neglected
to
this gift, havmg surrendered all occasion and opportunity'
for its exercise. We have buried this talent-bid it in the
fly's nest in
gallery of the temple. We have, as a people, neglected _furmsh
ves
" Our Hymn Book," having voided
our pn vilege to use it for its appropriate purpose. From the stately
our chief cities .to t_he veriest outside school house appomtment m our fartnest circuit; we must needs have a Choir to
spoil our worship, and to drive, by its unearthly screechin(J's the
Spirit of. G:od. from
assemblies. So much for the
?f our d1sc1plmary law rn the case. It has "improved" our singmg from a hunched voices down to ten. It has "improved" it
from the lusty, spiritual outg-ushing melody of a hundred living
dry,
" full of glory and .of God," down to
artistic squeal 011 a dozen hfeless souls full of pride and the devil.
Also an accompanying evil to lament is the influence this kind
of singing has to cast into disuse the more spiritual of our hvmns,
as least adapted to the ta&te of those who execute the praises of God
for us, and to bring into vogue those less spiritual. This style of
singing also threatens to operate injuriously upon our collection of
hymns, by demanding in the future, more and more, as it has procured in the past, the exclusion of some of the best of Wesley's
Hymns, and the 15ubstitution of those of a lighter character. We
have nothing like our Hymn Book. The Discipline is not fully explicit on those doctrines most intimately connected with religious experience. V/esley's Sermons are not in the hands of our multitudes.
The Hymn Book is the manual of religious doctrine and experience
to our
It is to us, what the Book of Common Prayer is to
the Church of England, the sheet anchor of our
faith and
spiritual practice. ·vte have nothing that can supply its place. It
is the great bulwark of defence against an indefinite speculative faith
on the one hand, and a vagrant fanaticism, misnamed spirituality, on
the other. Its province is to melt away tae iciness of the one extreme, and to shine away with light that may be felt the ignis jatuus
of the other. The English Methodists are noted for an intimate
acquaintance with Wesley's Hymns. Many can repeat hundreds
of them memoriter. To this we may largely attribute the cori:ectness of their views on the great distinctive doctrines of Methodism,
Few
and the purity of their correspondent spiritual
among them come short of the tme theory of salvation, and fewer
still overleap it into the abyss of experimental fanaticism. In contrast with us thev have no foolish controversies on the subject of
holiness. They have Wesley's hymns in their he?rts, and are settled
the doctrines they teach. They have no occas10n for controversy m
respect to those doctrines. And we too must have the
Not only must we prevent their being driven from our possession
a book, but we must prevent their being beguiled from our use V'-;
1

1
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pl'actical songs. We must urge them upon our pe<'ple-upon all onr
people-child1·en and all. And in no other way can we give them
into th!':lir hands than by giving them the liberty to sing in our as-semblies. Without this they will not have them. They are large.ly without them now. This is our lamentation.
RECOMMENDATION:- What can be done to 1·estore what is lost g
How shall we return to Zion with
There are: difficulties
in the way of no trifling amount. We can endure or overcome
hardness as good soldiers, but this impalpable softness, what weapon
can penetrate
Let any attempt be made to correct this evil, by
conforming t-o the Discipline, and instantly all the father8 and mothers, and other relatives of the singers, possibly some of them officers
in the Church, are in a rage. Parental pride loves to behold, and
to have others behold, its oftspring in a conspicuous place engaged
in S'o commendable and religious performances. The lullabies of
the children sing the common sense of the parents to sleep, and the
voice of the Discipline is silenced by the quavers of a solo, The
least show of dissatisfaction with the performances by the preachet· is
resented with proper indignation. He will instantly, for his
ty, have about his ears ''the noise of those who do sing," besides
the still more alarming noise of those who do not sing. The size
and respectability of the congregation, indeed all the interests of the
Church, temporal, spiritual, etemal, are held, or profPssed to be held,
as intimately and mysteriously dependant on the Choir; while all
other things are of secondary importance, and one general outcry of
ruin and dismay meets the first attempt to assuage this evil. The
fathers threaten to starve out the preacher, and the children warblers
threaten to find a per-:h in some other gallery, whose superstitious preachers and antiquated Disciplines will not disturb the
musical rookery. These threats usually bring the audacious preacher to terms, and frequently he is constrained thereafter to atone for
past indiscretions by supple and extraordinary efforts in behalf of
the "improvements " in this musical department of worship. Anotber obstacle is found in the undisciplinary public co.nniYance at
the evil by those in high authority in the Church. We often see
account<; in our church papers, of anniversaries, dedications, foundations laid, missionary and other concerts, with exultant notices of
separate choral or instrumental music as a part of those most public
religious exercises in which bishops, editors, and
take
part; while those officers nevet dream i)erhaps, that by so doing
they impose the barrier of tht1ir high example befor-e the inferior clergy in theit- sincere and humble efforts to keep and not to
mend our l'ules governing the :rnanum· of our singing. And in
view of their high example, the questian meetJ; us, "Why should a
preacher in a circuit he more fastidioug; in th(;) rnatwr than those far
in worth and digniLy ?" Such, indeed, are the obstades in
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the way of the restitution of the observance of the mles in the castt
that "whoso i$ fearful and afraid let him return and depart "-but
to those·
in the covenant to observe and enforce the
of
the Church, t.he Plan and List accompanying this
is proposed. The Plan has received the sanction. of one of the Bishops to whom it was referred in the ease of a choral fluctuation in one
of our charges. Let the Plan be discreetly explained to the official
members, severally, for their approval ami co-operat.iQn. Then to
the chorister. If this be done in the right manner and spirit, and
the Choir are not remarkably Sensitive, or their relatives sensitive in
their behalf, doubtless the thing can be accomplished. peacably,
without strife or confusion. The only difficulty will be to hold the
Choir to the PJan. For before long there will come over them a
strong temptation to fall back upon tunes unknown to the congregation, in which 1hey cannot readily join, and then having thus provided the &rgument, they will labor to discredit the equality or superiority of congregational singing. A sensitive and irreligious
Choi1· will not long endure the contrast which will be the result of a
strict adhesion to the Plan. After a little they will be contrasted
to death;-at which point it is of the nicest iai'portance that they
<lie an easy and peaceful death, with the careful administration of
" extreme unction" of the most oleaginous kind. The only thing
is for the preacher to hold them immutably to the Plan; and if nece11sary to this, let hiru himself givo out the name of
last tune.All depends upon it, and success invariably result:,;. lf the Choir
have a religious complexion, and especially if the cl1r_1rister have a
common share of religious and of common sense, tli\:'y will rE:adily
concur in the plan, and harmonious congrngational siu;;ing, led._ by
oompetent singers, as contemplated by the Disciplin8> will bo regaiued. 'fhe chief advantages of this Plan are :-1t proposes no
overt attack on the Choir, to awaken indignation in them or their
friends. It is reasonable in demaml, asking only one-third of the
disciolinary i·io·hts of the congregation, without robbing the Choir
of
It
undeniably di8?iplinary as
it
..
is .froo
from any show and fact of str1ct11es.:> and r1g1lhty of adm1mstrat1on.
Let one· third of the singing be gaiued, and
in a good,
free, lusty mani:ier,
tbe oth?r
will
The concrregat1on will mev1tal>ly smg a firucal Choir mto UUlSOU
::.
.
A
with them
or iuto-uothmg.
men.

is°
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PLAN FOR CoNGREGA1'IONAL S1NnING.- The Discipline pro\·itles for both choir and congregational singing in connect.ion with
each other. It no where recognizes exclusi\e choir singing. It
no where recor1nizes instranumtal music. It admits of no monopoly
of sin<Ying
more than it doe> of speaking in class, or praying
in
On the contrary.it expre:>:;ly .forbids the use of
tunes which, froni i.lifficulty of execution are mismted to the genernl

any
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,capacity of the congregation. It even prohibits the introduction of
new tunes, except under certain conditions, having respect to the
congregatwn as singers of the same. The exhortation to all the
people to sing, and not one in ten only, is solemn mockery by any
other construction of the Discipline tban the aforesaid.
This inseparable union of both choir and congregational singing
is wisely recognized in the Discipline, to guard against the pos·
sible excesses of each,
to wit: To guard on the one
hand, again!t the entire abandonment of singing by the congregation, and the substitution therefor, of an artificial style of singing, foreign to our essential economy as a denomination, and in
some cases incompatible with the sentiment and spirit of many of
our best and most common hymns; and also. on the other hand to
guard agaiMt the irregularity and general vagrancy into which
uneducated congregational singing is liable to degenerate. An adherence to the requirements of the Discipline will effectually prevent both of these extremes.
In order therefore to conform more fully to the wise presc-riptions
of the Discipline, to guard against formality in singing, and to
jnsure its exercise with the spirit and with the understanding also;
the Choir, or, as they are termed in the Discipline, the singers, are
hereby authorized, exhorted and commanded, to sing the first two
hymns of each service in tunes of their own selection, and style,
conforming as far as practicable to the provisions of the Discipline,
and the congregation are exhorted to join with them as far as they
can. This concession is made out of respect to the acknowledged
sensitiveness of choirs in general, yet witL. gTave doubts as to its
strict accordance with the spirit of the Discipline in the c.as.e.
And whereas, the ever varying style of church music, originating
in the diver8ity of
books of the same, the introduction therein
of new tunBs, and the alteration of old oues, together with the vari·
able manner of its execution by the several music teachers and professors of the science, have heretofore generally operated to prevent
the co..aperation of the congregation, especially of children and aged
people, thus virtually depriving- them of their privilege in this part
of divine worship: Therefore it is furthermore authorized and demanded that the last hymn of each service, invariably be given
.out by the preacher, and the doxology when used, be sung in a tune
familiar to the congregation, and in a congregational style of sin<Ying, without the use of the tune book, without Ol'chestral
tfo•play, or formality, and in all other possible respects so as to admit of and encourage the most full and easy co-operation of the congregation in the exercise.
And the preacher posesses and may not relinquish without a palpable breach of disciplinary trust, the right to appoint at any tima
•.mo or more to lead the singing; to indicate tunes appropriate to
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be sung, and to make such suggestions as in his judgment shall tend
to secure most effoctually the objects herein above designed."
MrscELLANEous 0BSERVATIONs.-We need not so much to sin()'
scientifically, as to sing. Some clioirs are ever learning, and
able to do this. Some choristers e-ven, are unable to start a familfar
hymn in class o.r prayer meeting. The pitch-pipe and the long
book are absent; and the chorister's reputation as a musician will
not allow him to run the risk of any attempts at singing, without
these to him neeeesary implements. Others are shy of attemptinO'
in bis august presence, and thus silence reigns. Like every otb:r
department of religion, singing is more dependant on practical expetience than on scientific theory for excellence. Yet the science is
a help to the practice, provided it is managed to be put into practice instead of preventing it. The American Vocalist is hereby
recommended as the best music text book adapted to the wants
our denomination. Some tunes., excellent to the ear of masters of
the science, are imp.racticable to· the common people. They will
never learn· them. They will never sing them. It is folly to expect it. But there are many tunes, old yet immortal, which the
people easily learn, and love to sing.
Let such be used; and as
fast as a new one is born of the same favorable s01t, let it be adopted.
Let all ditties be discarded rut once and forever. They are almost, not
quite as bad as the scientific canticles of modem choirs. MethodiRt
ought to be one mighty chorus; a full song, "fortissimo,"
of the whole people, and uttered lustily. Some of our hymns are
peculiar in metre; they migl1t be te1med i' Methodist metre." No
tunes ha:ve yet been found entirely adapted to our hymns, peculfr1rly
Wesleyan, in six lineis, eight syllables. We have found as yet bui.
two adapted to general tastr., and at the :8ame tillUl to this
and the latter only by repeating the last two lines of each verse.Away with all Boston Singing Books. They seem of set purpose
to iO"no:re the spirit and style of Methodist Hymns. Let us ibrnore
forthwith. By singing the old songs in the old tunes, onr
people will more readily find, and more joyously walk in the ohl
paths. Let us retmn to Zion with singing.
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SELECTION.
(l(Jt. O, for n heart to praise my •':l-od - - - - - - - . - - Pi5gal1.
599.
how great a flame aspires, - - - - - - - - Watcliman.
174. There is a fountain filled with blood, - - - - - - Land of Rest.
55!1. Come, let us
- • - - - - - - - - - - - Happiness.

95.
180.
211.
247.
252.
2a8.
264,
284.
295.

He dies, the friend of sinners dies, - - - - - - - Bonnte Dutfll.
Blow ye the tnrnipct. blow, - - - - - - - - - - - - . Lenox.
Show pity Loni, 0 Loni forgive, - - - - - - Rock of ages, cleft for me. - - - - - - - - - - Rock of ages.
Father I dare believe, - - - - - - - - - - - - - Concord.
Andean I yet delay, - - - - - - - - - • - • - Boyuto1i,
Now I have found the ground wherein, - - - - - Dfl'Q.111t Slrf.tt·
Arise my soul, arise, - - - - - • ·- - - - - - Carmarthe11,
O glorious hope of perfect Jove, - - - • - - - - - Hedding.

ZlOO. Love '11Yine 1 all love e;,;cclling, • • • • • • • • • Gree11v1lle.

:JOI. O that my load of sin were "OBc, - - - - - - - - - Forrul.
51!1. 0 come anrl dwell in me, '.: - - - - - - - - \Vatchman.
:nn. Jesus ha•h died that I might live, - - - - - - - - Woodland.
!llH, I thirst thou wPunded Larnl:l of God, - - - - - - Bridg•wat.er.
!12!1. Jesus, thine 1111-victoriuus love, - - - · - - - - - .North.field,
322. I aRk the gift of righteousness,
- - - - - - - - - Ortonville.
329. Come, 0 my God, the promise seal, - - - - - - - - Balerma,
44.t. Though troubles assail, - - - - - - - - - Bouer of Prayer.
476. Vai•1 delusive world adieu, - - - - - - - - - Pcnitcn1c.
Gl6. 0 for a clos"r walk with God, - - - - - - - - - - Dundee.
l!.H. Come on my partners in distress, - - - - - - - - - Gorliain.
5:J4. On Jordan's stormy banks I stand, - - - - - • - Exhortation,
560. Awrry with our sorrow and fear, - - - - - - - - De PleuT?f·
27:!. 0, how happy are they, - - - - - - - - - - - - Happines•.
:ii-t And let this feeble body fail, - - - - - - - - - - - Pisgah.

PRACTICAJ.i PROPOSITION No. 5.
"To restore the custom of attendancefrom abroad upon our Love Feasts."
T.JAMENTATION :-Alas for our Love Feasts!
How sadly are they
neghcted ! Once they were the chief of our solemn assemblies.The people came np to them from far and near to present them"'elves before God. They Lael a wonderful attraction and drew the
people to them. Notwithstanding closed doors and stringent conditions of admission, they were always well attended. Divine ma11ifostations of power and giory were always expected, and almost always
realized. But it has ceafled to be so now. In mot>t of our charge-,
now, a Love Feast is little or nothing more, either in numbers or religions interest, than a General Class Meeting-a General Chiss
Meeting breaded and watered-nothing more. In some of our cities and villages, as if unfit, in their emaciated state, to be seen by
aaylight, our Love Fen;;;ts are crowded away into basement rooms,
on s;tur<lay nights. 'l'his on the plea tbat tbey will be more quiet
and not interfere with, or be interferi>d with by the regular and
more respectable services of the Sabbnth. This object is doubtless
secwec1. Quiet enough they are. Some of om preachers, out of
re;;pect to the example of other en1ightened denorninat.ions, and to
the improved civilization of Methodism, are desirous to abandon
them altogether as a religious anomaly of the :ige. The ticket sy;;tem is al read v ol>::;olete. Preachers and J.;eadern are too nmc1i occ111,ied with
<luties to distribute the tickets regularly. Open
have made empty houses. An ineYib1ble consequence also of
open doors, except the Love Feast be hill in some basement room,
is that it i8 al ways annoyed by the ingress of persons
tD the
more public performances. The solemn banqueting room is made
tlie vestilrnle thoroughfare to the rear boxes au<l the gallm·ies of

:-;acred thentro.

Pr(;siding Ekkrf'. \.'U3t all the re;;ponsibility of this ou
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the Preachet·s; while in retum the Pxiachers <lisclaim all the re,
i;.ponsibility, and inf;ist that the Love Feast is the
Eider's
meeting. So between them both there is no order about the thing.
Home Preachers have attempted to conduct them in conformity with
the Disc.ipline; and thereLy have raised a tempest against themselves in the charge, and complaints of harshness and rirridity in
the eonference. Dilatory mem hers, or dignified owners
pews,
arriving too late, after rattling and banging the doors awhile, go
away mortally insulted and abused by this observance of the Discipline. The Presiding Elder, always a safe and conservatirn man,
thinks the Preacher Jacking in discretion and prudence; not of
course because the door was closed according to the Discipline, but
because somebody got offended by being shut out; and so represents the case in the Bishop's Council ; and as the reward of his
conscientiouil effort to fulfill his solemn ordination vows in the case,
the Preacher, as a troubler in Israel, is sent to some backwoo<ls circuit, where there are no meeting houses, and co11sequently no LoYe
Feast doors to 12:ive him, or anybody else any trouble. So that in
these days, in this Conference, no Preacher cl.ire re8tore the tich't
system, or attempt closed doors, for fear of rebellion in his chargP,
scandal in the Conference, and representations of injudiciousness in
the Cabinet.
"If the foundations be remO\'ed, what can the righteous do?''
When those among us occupying chief offices, and others
chief charges, totally ignore the Discipline in respect to LoYe
what. <;an be done by infel'ior preachers? The despairing answer
from each is, "If others would oLserve the DiscipEne, I woul<l too;
hut what is the use of trying it alone 1" This is the ready apolop:v
for every b.reach of disdplinary duty. Many of us would be gla;l
to fulfil our ordination vows to observe the Rules of the Chmch,
liut dare not attempt it alone. Hence the reason fot· this (so,called)
Nazarite Union. Our brnad is in our mouth, and our reputation
and appointments are swayed by the breath of good men, to be
sure, but of men exceedingly sensitive to the unsafeness of such as offend any in their charge by the enforcement of the Discipline. This
is known to us, and the legitimate result of such knowledge is to induce in us a tacit determination not to weary and expose ourse)Yet1
in a hopeless strife to recovel' the lost supremacy of the Discipliueover om· Love Feasts. 'rhere it rests at present. There, for the
We
get
the
present, we propose to let it
people in the
for most. of
ai:e w.1th us on this pomt,but there is no resIBtIDO' superior n11111stenal mfluence and example.
"Shall the potsherd stt-ive with him who made it?" All that we
ean recommend at present is merely remedial. A rndical restitutijn
is impracticable umler the adverse circumstances abore indicated.
1'kis is our lamentation.
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RECO}l'MENDATION :-Our charges are generally small in extent
and convenient for intercommunfoation. Nevertheless we have be..
come segregated, not only literally by dislocation, but in our spiritual sym pathie·s. The social religious sentiment al ways expires with
the decease of our practical itineracy. Both are virtually extinct
in most charges in this Conference. And we fear the most we can.
do in respeci to this Practical Proposition, may be buC a kind of
temporary tonic, hopelessly, yet kindly administered, to awaken into
something like life, the social religious principle from that lethargy
which is the fata} token of approaching death. Yet by united and
persistent effort a sensible alleviation may be accomplished, which,
in the end, by the favor of God, may grow up into a ground of
hope for the restitution of our LoYe Feasts to something like their
early condition. This object,
as it may now seem, is worth
the experiment of all the means witlnn our power. Let us make
our Love Feasts as valuable as we can; and such increased value, appreciated as it wi:ll be, may encourage· preachers and people to replace around them those ancient guards, which at pres·ent they are
hardly worth possessing.
Therefore; with exceBding shame at the smallness of the recom·
mendation, it is rec'Ommended that we violently extol the institution
before the people; that we publicly notify in r.mr congregations the
quarterlf meetings on adjoining charges convenient, and exhort our
people to attend the same: and that we invite publicly and privately
the membership of contiguous charges to attend onrs; providing·
for their entertainment after the manner of former years. Let the
Saturday evening Quarterly Meeting prayer meeting be invariably
maintained against the intrusion of all other religious services.Even if a Bishop be present, let him pray, but not preach. Among
other incidental advantages resulting from the prevalence of this
recommendation, that of increased quarterly collections will be one.
Meanwhile we commend to your consideration, as a further and
future measure, the propriety and practicability of closed doors;
ain<l ultimately the ticket system.. Tlds is our recommendatio1i'.

PRACT!CAL PROPOSITION No. 6.
':1'o 1·estore morefully the custom of Camp Meetings amon;g

u1. 11

LAMENTATION :-Alas for the incubus which i·ests upon us!
A
dry formality has come gradually over us, pervading our entire
:-,hip. Our assemblies in many of our sanctuaries feel the
,strnints of the !llace and can enjoy religion any where else better
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than in the house of God. A cold and respectable solemnit.v 1ikei.
the atmosphere of an Egyptian night, dry, but felt, chills the re;;or of
de\·otion. Religious feelings must be restrained within the bounds of
deceticy and order. Spiritual emotion may exhibit itself,
1t _it m.ust, in the class room, and in the prayer meeting, where tha
the church and congregation never enter; but it must noL
manifest itself in the chief room of the temple. There it must he
still and kno;;? that. Satan is God.
to kneel is vulgar,-to
rny •'Amen! is sacnlege,-and to shout Is the ne plus ultra of fan
i1atical madness.
We have become shorn of our streno'th, and like
.
unto t he nations around about us.
Other denominations can wo1•sbip quite agreeably under bond11,
for they were born with bands upon them. But not so we. We
were free born. Ours is a free salvation or none. And our worRhip must be free or none. The bands of this formality are upon
lhe neck of the daughter of our people. All she can do is to sit in
stony silence and foel nothing-but the constraint that 1s upon her.
The thunde1· of the captains, and the shoutings, "the noise iti the
house of the Lord, as in the day of a: solemn feast,'' is hushed as in
H charnel.
There they sit side by side, the skeleton dead of tlie
d;mghter of our people, embalmed, not, to be sure, in frankincense
and myrrh: and ancient dust, but bandaged instead in costly broadcloth, and silk and sati,n, and emitting as the odor of their lifeless
tianctity, the fragrance of laYenda1· and pomatum. Many of our
sanctuaries ha''e come to be but sacred ilieatroo for the regular and
decent performance of the drama of t.bristian worship.
The
preacher i·eads or recites his allotted part, the orchestra furnishes the interlude performances, the sexton collects the coppers to foot
the bill of incidental expenseo, and the solemn play is ended with
the apostolfo benediction. All, however sincere and well intended,
merely intellectual, respectable, a:tistic,-without a soul, and with·
out a sign of spiritual lite and poiver. Let an effoi:t be made by
the pre;cher for a revival, and it meets this fatal obstade,-this spiritual nothingniei:;s, Some may become seriou!'I in the prayer meett'ngs, or at their homes, but Jet them enter the audience room of the
i-;anctuary and all foeling is gonein a moment. God _is not there,.he never frequents t.he thei1tre. And where He Its not salvation
Lonl. Not tbat in 1Do8t placel', as
is not,-for ::.aivatiou is of
yet, or in all points aboYe
i:> thisl:tmenf:able .uondition of
our wcm;hip, but more or letls tb1s co11cbtion of thrngs is prernlent
nnd increasing among U8. lt is aheudy frequent, and threatens to
become general. This is our lamentation.
REcOMllrENJH,TION :-Since, as lamented, the people cannot find.
f:rod in
sanctuariesi at lemt some of them, where .'::hall they go
fo find him? Since the half-liYi11g membership-liring deal u1en
-languii:;h alld perish in the Gull f'omakcn i:j:tlcs 0!' %i0r1: "hem

;}
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il\hall thr,y go to breathe a freer atmosphere, haply to brii1g then
famhng souls back from the shades of spiritual death 1
groves were God's first temple!::'," and he has never forsaken them.
In them, when not elsewhere, there is ';freedom to worship God."
lt is a strange contrast of opposite causes producing the same reiilult.
that the want of houses of worship in early days1 and the possession
of houses of worship in modern days, controlled and conditioned ar>
fhey are, drove us to the use of C'amp '.Meetings then, and compels
us to the same resort now. It is nevertheless true. The Jews had
their annual Feast of Tabernacles, e\'en after the temple was built.
The new structure did not abrogate the ancient custom. The pious
from all parts of the land gathered to this feast. 1"fbe social rnlig·
ions sentiment of the people was kept alive, and nourished by it,
until Jernboam made Israel to sin by segregating the people apart
in their worship.
Brethren, thern must be general gatherings of our people
er. It must be, or we perish from before the J_.01·d. By the wo1k
being cut up into small circuits and stations, the conne·donal principle in our economy is violate<.l and almost <lestrnyed. The
men can hardly see eye to eye, and our people can hardly see on1:1
another at all. This has been laying the axe to the root of 1he tree
of Methodism. The virtual abrogation of the itineracy is the virtual abrogation of Methodism. Its substantial unity is hewn down
in this Conference, and as a denomination we shall yet learn that it
is easier and quicker work to fell a goodly tree than to replace it
again, hy nursing into growth a shoot from its roots. \Ve repeat, the
connexional principle is neat'ly extinct among us. Our Love Feaslti
are not, as :formerly, general gatherings of our people. They are
little more than voluntary general class meeting8 for the society
ivhere they are he1d. They do not serve as occasions to draw the
people together in number& adequate to maintain and perpetuate
the manifested fellowship of saints, The Camp Meeting is our ouly resort to supply this want. And the result has justified the experiment. The spiritual condition of those charges among us mo:->t
largely in attendance on those lately held, is an unanswerable vindi·
cation of their utility for good. 'l'o charges wher.e for years a lameutable deadness had prevailed, those attending the Camp Meeti11g-,
a,1;companied by those there converted, have returned. carrying with
them the sacred 11ame to sp1·ead like fire in a dry stubble.
i:J the general happy result. In some cases, however, where mere!:''
fotmal godliness had entrenched itself with extraordinary strength
it has been able, aided by ministerial and official support, to resist
the
im·asion) and extiuguish the kindling fires of spiritua'l
devotion with e-howers of obloquy, descending iu
of "wilct·
tire/' "c!elusion," '' tanaticism," and such. like .
from
suu!Te:; VJ all
oi religious zca!

and power.
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rrlrnre is another consideration of special import :-everv Cam!l
conduct.e<l, in the trne ''old line Methodist''
arnl
spirit is a mighty stride of the people back toward the old oaths.It
suc-h a signal contra'it between freedom and simplicity of
worslup on the one hand, an,d the constraint and deadness of artifit.'ial worship on the other, as is no where else to be seen ·-a demon.
.
'
strat10n as vital to the former as. fatal to the latter. It is therefor•
recommended to extol Camp ;Meetings Pverywhere, especially
those preachers opposed to them; to re'>ist boldly to the face all who
oppose and ridicule them; and to do this with exceeding zeal and
audacity; to exhort and
our people to att.end them; to
labor discreetly in our district associations that they may be held
under the most favorable auspices as to time, place and circumstances; to attend
not merely to preach a sermon, but to bet
active and abundant in our respective society tepts, in a1l the exercises of the occasion; and to avail ourselves instantlv and decisivlr
in the cause of Goel, of any good influence that m"ay retnru with
OUI' people from them.
This is our recommendation.
'

C,AUTION:-Inasmuch as in these days of p&eudo religions
ability, the charge of extravagance and fanaticism. ns it ever
'been in certain quarters, will continue to be urged. against those who
have re1igion enough to feel it and speak of it earnestlY.; it
Hs to give no just occasion for the charge aforesaid. Let us be aware
and assured_, that the least extravagance, however innocent, will bG
greedily
at and outcried through all the
breadth
of the land, ror the sake of cnsting a stigma upon tJamp Meeting'
in general, but mo1·e particularly upon us, brethren, who are known
to be their chief advocates and supportEirs in the Conference. Let
ns not be surprised, or unsettled in our purpose, if these charges
co.me, lJotJrom infidels and scoffers, as might be expected, but from
membel's of our own ebnrch and ministry. And when we henr it
from
somce. let us restrain all indignation, remembering that
prejudices deriYed from circumstances and foreign associatiorn,, 1·athe1· than any willfu1 and malicious pravity, ought to be their
in the case. Let us therefore guard ourseh'es and the people against
any extravaCTance of manner, or censoriousness of speech; that no
real offence
be given. Let us keep them in their expressions
of experience, as far as possible, to that form of souud words maintained by the Bible, the Discipline, the Hymn Book, and
Sermons. This to avoid misapprehension and whatever of religiom.
scandal may be consequent therefrom. Yet all this fo such a way
ftS in no wise to restrain the proper and trne exercise of that spirit11al free<lom which is the
of those ''whom the Son make.'i
froe," For ourselves, brethren, as is om right, nncl our bounden duty.,
let us not so dread any imputation of thnaticism, or any other opas to shun <leclaring the whole counsel of
probrion,:;

s.nJ te
with f'xeeeding boldneAs against whalever exalleth it.ie.lf againBtthe Cross of Christ. 'l.'his is our caution.

PRACTICAL PROPOSITION No. 7.
"To Re1tore the custa,'Qi in part of free $eats in our houses of worship."

LAMENTATION:-Alas, "Our houses are turned to aliens1" Jud1u
sold the Son of God; we do a little better; we sell only the house
of God. The sale of pews, growing prevalent among us, formerly
against the Discipline, and always against the general custom of
the Church, is the most fatal of all our evils, and the moot
ticable to eradicate. It cannot be rectified in a day. Freedom is
the natural birthright of the sanctuary in which a free Salvation is
proclaimed; and when sold. "for a mess of pottage," it is gone forever. Repentance is in vain. We have bound ourselves with legal
obligations which we cannot shake off at pleasure; even after we
have become. convinced of the ruinous mistake we have made.While other denominations are retracing their course, and freeing
their .houses as fast as possible, we are greedily el;l.$}aving ours;
heedless of the caution furnished by the past experienee of others.
Among us as a denomination, the selling of pews has been evil
only evil continually. It is an evil root that branches out its
bitterness in every direction. It has made empty houses; in genthose purchasing pews are those most rarely in the house of
G-od. Frequently owners of pews remove from the charge; or unable to h.ear the truth faithfully administered, (provided such faithfulness were allowable in such houses) they leave in anger; and for
.:i long time their pews remain an unsightly vacancy in the house of
God; or they sell them at a discount. to such as rarely attend wor!ihip. This emptiness is almost always observable by contrast in a
house where part of the pews are sold, and part free. The free part
always full, while iu the other part, here and there a solemn 11abob
and sleeps.
[he selling of pews a[oo interferes with the free exercise of some
parts of our worship. We always, virtually, accompany our deB1l
of sale of pB.ws with the addition of a bond and mortgage upon
our freedom
God. The fact of sold pews is more or
less incompatible with the free exercise of our w0rship, aR prescribed
b_v the Discipline, and commended by the usages of our Church.This " saving clause" in the deed of sale is a mere form: Our worRhip is- enslaved nevertheless. A prayer meeting is in a constrained
and awkward position in such a house. The members are scattel"eJ

here and there. 11 he most spiritual anrl efficient are frpq11entl:r
crowded far into the rear, or <lriven iuto comers; while the whole
membe1•ship is interspersed wiLh the proud and ungodly
of pews, too unmannerly to kneel, too self-sufficient to prlly; the
cash constituted overseers of the flock, who literally watch over
it in all its exercises of devotion. Who ever knew a livelv and
l'lpiritual prayer :meeting in such a house, and under suoh circu mstances. The thing is impossible in the fitness of things.
Pew ,selling .also interferes with singing. Those who should in
!lOme manner sit together and lead the sino-ing, are scattered apart,
and find tlaerein an apobgy for
up into the gallery,
usually above the atmosphere of grace, to "perform" the singing
there.
Pew selling is also a breach of the gospel equality of beiievers.It robs a poor saint of his equal rights, to accommodate the pride of
a rich sinner. It places money before grace, lt crowds the poor
into inferior places, or out of the house aitogether. It virtually prohibits our preaching the gospel to the poor. They will not come to
our assE:mblies as notorious paupers, cmwling into some corner to
hear, or to be graciously taken in by some pompous pew owner,
an ostentatious act of condescension. The poor not memben1 of
ou1· church, never come to such houses. They have no right there.
It is private property. God has no rio·ht there; we have sold hi111
out of house and home; and have
his poor, whom he gan.i
to have always with us, into the streets on the snhbath; into tlw
deus of intemperance and infamy, or to glean haply a little
truth, uttered by street preachers, under the defense of police, bludgeons
l'evolvers.
Pew se11ing also ignores our ancient and decent custom, once <li,;-0iplinary, of the sitting of men and women apal't in our congrega ·
tions. We can without any trouble enforce this custom in school
houses, court houses, hams, private dwellingq, at camp-meetingsanywhere but in houses of worship ostensibly owned by the Methodist Episcopal Church. This decent custom, ererywhere approYed
spontaneously by the common sense of all decent people, is prevalent in all congregations of people cfrilized and Ba\'age, except in
circuses. theatres and MlHChes.
Vve hold that no aro·uments, howernr specions, are nilid
the n,l)ove array of
All such aro-umenls originate in pride anil
sham
or in a mean and
desire to plen!'.e the rieb
and purchase the honor of their attendance on onr worship, at. the
f'Xpense of the equal rigbt<i of othe1s. The selling of l!ews jg a
O'l'eat e,·jJ and has slowlv nnd surely l'Ootell out Methodism wlit'I''
.
.
1"\·er it has prevailed; it is one of
chi.ef causeF. of the
of membership, and
decay of p1Bt.v lll
1if tlie pnuc1pal
stn.tious amoP,Q' us. 'Phis i:> our l1amentatwn.
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f{r,;coM\iRNDATION :--Snch is tbe preseot mania for stock Chur·Pl1e», irnd for the Reiling- awl renting of pewR among ns:, that it is
RdviF;nhJe in arJ case,; to oppose a legal barfier to it as SOOU aB possi!)J e; but in attempting this, great cautfom mnst be used, and no
false motions made. It will not do to trust to any past indefinite
understanding or agreement<> not to sell; these have been found of
fa.tie amount as obstacles to sale or rent, when the preacher, sec·
onded by aristocratic .membe1·s and outside influence, sets himself to
violate the discipline and custom of the church in the case. It will
not do to trust the verbal promises of Trustees not to sell, such promises may not be held as binding by their successors in office. Oorl)orations are forgetful, and the only sure faith to be kept with them
i£ that which is signed, sealed, delivered, acknowledged and recorded.
Some preachers have n wonderfol faculty of getting houses built
or repaired, or some finical fixtures added, and then, to Equidate the
propose and urge the sale of the pews, and all who follow
on the charge, find the fatal embarrassments herein above lamented.
An 1rreverable ctuRe ir;; laid upon the house forever; it is rnorkraO'ed.
u
9
to the work!, the flesh and the devil, beyond the po·wer of redemption. "Christ, Belia! & Co." would be altogether too religious in
signification, to be an appropriate inscription over its p01tals: every
Jwt1se thus sold is a. mau8vleum ''to Methodist Discipline, if not to
11ethodi,;t Doctrine also."
TLe people are sometimes frivoloul', and easily bronght to farnr
the innovation of selling pews; the pride of some prompts in the
same direction; the parshnoniousness of some prompts them to sell
rather tlrnn contribute for a free house. In some of onr charge;:;
Trustees are men of lax Methodistjc principles, and care nothing for
church discipline or custom, when they happen to contravene their
notions; but after all, the ministry are the most responsible for the
prevalence of this evil, it is an exotic urias of their engrnfting upon
the tree of Methodism.
Never lift a finger to build, pmchase or repair a house, unless an
equal part of it be free, and such freedom
secured by
Jt:gal obligations on record. Never give a doll!H to redeem one
from under the sheriff's hammer, except on the abo:rn condition.Let it be sold, it is not God's house. Suffer no contributions to ho
taken in your charge, unless every subscription be conditioned ou
this point. Let no moving appeals move from this fixed position;
it is a crnel mercy that would be pitiful here-with as much reason
you might pity " a house of merchandise," or "a den of thieYes.''
It is worse to &ell than to rent, for in the latter ease there is Rome
r.hance, though small probabili1y of reclaiming the freedom of the
hon'le, when we slrnll have reclaimed our senses. As a choice of
evil£ the renting may produce an annual re,'enue for repa1r:-1 or
othor purposeR. ·when applied to the preacher's salary, it has neH'r
i.!l the long; nm, proY0d i\R ;.;m:e and. profitahle as ilw usual way of
'

#
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taifilng Lhe ;;arue by apportionment or :mLscription, Let no
er's opinion be deceived anJ bought by this ocpecious. bribe. Liber,
al coutributions fur the :support of the Gospel, and for benevolent
purpvses, are never fostered by this kind of traffic in sanctuary rights
and privileges.
Let this evil be ended; at least, let it >iDl'ead no further; we can
8top it-as one man let us do it, or it will
Me.thodism.
panying this document is a deed of the freedom of the side seats
of any house of worship. The deed has been examined and pro·
nounced valid by competent lawyers. It secures to aH named in it
11everally, the inctiscriminate right to occupy a.ny of the seats deeded.
This
all subsequent trustees fi·om renting or selling the
same exclusi\'ely to others. Let each of us discreetly sound the
several trustees of the houses in our respective
as to their
willingness to acknowledge the d<led" lf a maj01·ity refuse, let
the thing pass quietly by, and in the meantime let us discreetly Utie
our influeuce to have those elected who
agree to the
Let us all begin imiantly, and persevere till the thing is accomplished everywhere; let there he a conce1't iu thi8, if it cannot be done
yeari it may be clone hereafter; let. ti;
done as soon as potisihle; in three yeal'8 every hoi.tl;le in the conference, now free, ought to
be secured inviolate forever. Sn.c;h is the furor among some in the
their freedom is in
tuinistry to enslave our houses of worship,
jeopardy every bcnr. It will soon be too late; extraordinary eaution
aud precision
be neces!:.ary; let us make no false motions; let
us make no delav.
the Deell can always be had of otJr Reconlcr. It
A true copy
js of piime importmice that the names of the three mern hers of cou ference be inserted; this, so that iu case all the others should be
":.iaded to relii1quish their i·ight and titt·e under the Deed, these wiJ!
hold on. and retain ihe freedom. Scribes will give all necessary
instruction as to tho manner of the thing. Let all
acknowledged and recorded, be transmitted to our Recorder, for custody and
future 1·eferenee. Ultim1;1.tely at the pleai;me of the eonfore.nce, the_\'
can be placed in the eonfercnce trunk; as in 1:SOl11e sense eonferencs
documentn.

wm

ot·

Llwt extraordinary discretion i8 a(h isaC .\ 1.iTION :--It is
l>le in respecL to this document, both because or the paramount irn,
portance of the thi1w, and also in respect tn the anticipated obsla,.)es, which interested° pEH'80ll:<, if cognizant of the pnrpose, might in°
!PrpoGe
tlrn
or Llie uhjed proposed. Ac:s,
;);tkt; 2Sl .-

DEBO.
'lm! t!rnEi<'rURI!'.,
this first day of June, in the year o( our T.otd title thouMnr1
h:ht hundred a11d fifty-rive, between A 13, <; D, E J<', G H, I,, J, K.,. l, aud M.N, of
the town of A, in thP (Jouuty of B, in the State of New York, Trustees of the First
Methodist Episcopal Society, of the tnwn of A., in the County of D., in the
of
New Vork, of the firnt part: and. A.B, C IJ, E.F,G.H, I.J, K, L,
O_ l', QR.
:-; 'f. U V, \.V X, aitd Y Z, of the same place, members ol the Method-i11t
1'ociety aforesaid: and B.c. D,E, and F, G, members tJf the Gen1311ee Conforeuce of the
Methodist
Church of the srcoud part:
W1'I
That the said party of th .. first part in considerat-ion of the sum of one
dollar, to them in hand paid, the receipt wh reof is hereby acknowleclged; and in
frtrther cousiderarion of the peace arnl quiet of said
by securing equsl
>tccommc!dat.ion to all the ID•·mberB ther,.of in the house of God during divine servicP,
t'1erein, and in obedience to the customs and lliscipline of the Methodist Episcopal
Chmeh iH the case:Have gtauted, and by these presents do gl;llnt and convey to the 5aid_ party of th'.!
•econd pan, their heirs, nncl assigns forevvr, and to each and several of them, the full
'''lllRI, right, privilege and freedorn to ucC1Upy indiscti'rninately. a, attendautson divine
worship in a decent anrl orderly rnannef, in accordm>ce with the. discipline aild usage•
1.fthe Methrn11st Epi•copal Church, ans and several of all the gJJe slips,
or pt"'"•
of the meetihg house of the Methndisp Ep1"co11al Society aforesaid; and to the said par1,, of th,. @••cone! p;irl. the free u•e anfl' exPrci"'' of the said right, freedom aud pt 1v1lt'!16
1he iaid party of the fir•t part will furevt'r \V Mmnt an-d. flcfe11d.
(L. 8.)
( (,, l'I.)

(L. 8.)

(L. 8.)
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